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Aurora Featured Dealer – GI Trailer, Grand Island, NE
In 1967, Ed Neppl started selling semi-trailers in Sioux City, Iowa. Twenty years later,
he opened his own trailer business in Grand Island, Nebraska, named G.I. Trailer Sales,
where he began to expand and started carrying a small inventory of trailer parts. From
the beginning, Ed made G.I. Trailer a family business with the key mission to do
whatever it takes to make sure the customer is satisfied with their work, products and
parts. It’s G.I. Trailer’s special focus on service that makes them Aurora’s Featured
Dealer.
Over the years, three of Ed’s children joined their
father in the family business. G.I. Trailer soon
became incorporated and added two more locations.
Now they have two full service shops in Nebraska,
one in Norfolk and Grand Island, and a location in
Atlantic, Iowa.
Experience runs in the family at G.I. Trailer. G.I.
Trailer, Inc has four generations with a combined
200+ years of semi-trailer experience to serve their
community. They work closely with their clients, with
a small business advantage, treating them like part
of the family.
“GI Trailer has been a true partner and a pleasure to
work with through the years. Their attention to detail
and hardworking culture helps drive GI Trailer to be
the best,” states Mike Conley, Vice President of Sales at Aurora Parts. “Our relationship
has really grown with GI Trailer and we look forward to many more years of our
partnership.”
Experience runs in the family at G.I.
Trailer, Inc.

Friendly & knowledgeable customer service is highly important at G.I. Trailer.
Specializing in trailer sales, parts, service & repairs, G.I. Trailer tackles repair jobs that
most shops won’t. They also offer emergency roadside repair services on heavy duty
and small trailers. From general repairs to complete wreck rebuilds, G.I. Trailer provides
customers the assurance one can expect from an experienced service repair business.
“Partnering with Aurora, the leader in the industry that listens and delivers is a win-win.
The Aurora network consists of many excellent parts, not only with the tools they
provide, but with the people as well. As an Aurora dealer, we know we are included in
those important parts that make up the whole body of the Aurora network.” – Tim Neppl,
V.P. GI Trailer Inc.
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